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A key device component in organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) is the organic semiconductor/metal interface since it has to ensure efficient charge injection. Traditionally, inorganic metals have been employed in these devices using conventional lithographic fabrication techniques. Metals with low or high work-functions have been selected depending on the type of semiconductor measured and, in some cases, the metal has been covered with molecular self-assembled monolayers to tune the work function, improve the molecular order at the interface and reduce the contact resistance. However, in the last few years, some approaches have been focused on utilizing organic metals in these devices, which have been fabricated by means of both evaporation and solution-processed techniques. Higher device performances have often been observed, which have been attributed to a range of factors, such as a more favourable organic/organic interface, a better matching of energy levels or/and to a reduction of the contact resistance. Further, in contrast to their inorganic counterparts, organic metals allow their chemical modification and thus the tuning of the Fermi level. In this perspective paper, an overview of the recent work devoted to the fabrication of OFETs with organic metals as electrodes will be carried out. It will be shown that in these devices not only is the matching of the HOMO or LUMO of the semiconductor with the metal work-function important, but other aspects such as the interface morphology can also play a critical role. Also, recent approaches in which the use of organic charge transfer salts as buffer layers at the metal contacts or on the dielectric or as doping agents of the organic semiconductors that have been used to improve the device performance will be briefly described.

1. Introduction

Organic electronic components are promising candidates for the next generation electronics due to their solution processability, structural versatility by molecular design, and their appealing mechanical properties making flexible electronics a reality.1 One of the most important building blocks of organic electronics is the organic field-effect transistor (OFET), which works as a switch or an amplifier. This device consists of three terminals where the current flowing within the organic semiconductor (OSC) channel from the source to the drain can be tuned using an electric field induced by the gate electrode. Two possible OFET device architectures, bottom-gate bottom-contact (BGBC) and bottom-gate top-contact (BGTC) are shown in Fig. 1.

To achieve high device performance many different device characteristics have to be considered. In particular, the organic semiconductor/metal interface plays a crucial role since it has a strong influence on the device contact resistance, which needs to be minimized. In an OFET the total resistance can be approximated by three resistances connected in series: contact resistance at the source (Rs), channel resistance (Rc), and contact resistance at the drain (Rd). Ideally, ohmic source and drain contacts are desired, which implies that the total contact resistance (Rc = Rs + Rd) related to the charge injection and extraction, should be negligible compared to the electrical resistance of the OSC (Rc).

Fig. 1 Schematic view of an organic field-effect transistor (OFET). (top) Bottom-gate bottom-contact (BGBC) configuration. (bottom) Bottom-gate top-contact (BGTC) configuration.
It is also important that the channel resistance scales proportionally with the length of the OFET. However, typically this condition is not fulfilled when very short transistor channels are used since then $R_{CH}$ diminishes, implying hence that for shorter channels potential non-ohmic source and drain contacts do have a strong influence on the final device performance. Moreover, it should be noted that $R_{CH}$ in OFETs is known to decrease at a high absolute source-gate voltage ($V_{GS}$), where more and more charge carriers are accumulated at the dielectric/OSC interface.

One of the parameters that can strongly influence the contact resistance is the employed device architecture. The source–drain contacts can be deposited below the OSC as in the case of BGBC configuration (Fig. 1, top) or on the top as in the BGTC architecture (Fig. 1, bottom). Most of the highest mobility values for single crystal OFETs reported in the literature have been found when bottom-contact architectures were employed, while in the case of thin-film devices top contact geometries tend to give rise to lower contact resistances. The latter is due to metal penetration into the OSC-film when evaporating the top contacts forming an intermixing of both components, but also due to the poor morphology of the organic thin-film semiconductors formed when bottom contact is used especially at the edge of the source and drain electrodes. Such an effect is also closely related to a higher disorder and related higher density of traps present at the interface of the OSC and the electrodes that inject and extract carriers. However, another issue in the BGTC geometry which goes in the opposite direction, is the highly resistive semiconductor region situated between the contact and the conducting channel which is known to be located in the very few OSC monolayers close to the dielectric interface. It has been shown that, in the case of thin-film OFETs, this so called “access resistance” has a strong influence on the extracted field-effect mobility ($\mu_{FE}$) and the device performance depending on the thickness of the active layer material. On the other hand, the evaporation at high temperature of the source and drain electrodes on the top of single crystal-based OFETs is considered to alter the crystalline order at the surface of the active material and to induce defects.

Another important aspect that determines the contact resistance is the choice of the metal contact. In organic electronics, most devices are currently fabricated using molecular or polymeric semiconductors where the electrical contacts are formed with inorganic metals. One of the most important parameters in electrode materials is the work function ($\phi$), which is closely related to the Fermi energy ($E_F$) of the metal, and is defined as the energy needed to move an electron to the vacuum level. The choice of the most suitable metal depends on the nature of the OSC. For p-channel OFETs, the $\phi$ value of the source and the drain electrode has to be close to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level for efficient charge injection, while for n-channel conduction $\phi$ of the metal electrode has to be close to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level. The energetic misalignment will result in the formation of a Schottky barrier increasing the device contact resistance. Therefore, the matching of the molecular energy levels with the metal work function is essential for ensuring an efficient charge injection.

Organic metals have also been explored as electrodes in OFETs, such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS), a doped polymeric material which permits solution processability. Other potential candidates are organic charge transfer (CT) salts, with the prime example of tetraethylvaluenalene-7,7,8,8-tetracyano-p-quindimethane (TTF)(TCNQ). This CT salt is the first described organic metal that was reported back in 1973. Since then, a vast amount of organic metals and organic superconductors derived from an organic donor (D) or an organic acceptor (A), both rich in π-electrons, were reported. But only recently, it has been shown that such organic conductors might also have a great potential in organic devices, not only as contacts but also for improving the overall device performance either by enhancing the OFET mobility or the charge injection efficiency or modifying the threshold voltage. Here, an overview related to the use of CT salts in OFETs will be realized.

2. Charge transfer salts as source and drain electrodes

As mentioned above, conducting CT salts can be employed as source drain contacts in OFETs. Depending on the individual components of the salt and the degree of charge transfer the electrical properties will vary significantly. Typically, such organic contacts have been fabricated by evaporation, although solution processed techniques to deposit them have also been recently described.

2.1. Evaporated CT salts

Two possible strategies to form (TTF)(TCNQ) electrodes by evaporation have been followed: (i) co-evaporation of TTF and TCNQ in one process or (ii) evaporation of the already formed (TTF)(TCNQ) complex from a single crucible. The second approach is possible thanks to the fact that both molecular components have similar sublimation temperatures, and is more commonly found in the literature probably due to a more difficult control of the evaporation parameters when both compounds are evaporated simultaneously from two crucibles in the co-evaporation process. However, it should be mentioned that for CT salts containing D and A with very distinct sublimation temperatures, only the co-evaporation of the materials is viable. Furthermore, it has been shown in the co-evaporation process that applying an electric field during the evaporation can lead to a control of the molecular orientation in the films.

One of the highest motivations for using organic electrodes is the possibility of reducing the contact resistance. (TTF)(TCNQ) source and drain electrodes have been employed in OFETs based on TTF derivatives as OSCs, that is, a similar material to that of the contact electrodes. An analysis of the contact resistance in OFETs with dibenzotetrafulvalene (DBTTF) using different source/drain materials was performed by Mori et al.
They found that the contact resistance decreased in the order Ag > Cu > Au > (TTF)(TCNQ). Also, remarkably, Saito and co-workers reported a very high OFET mobility, exceeding 10 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹, in single crystals of hexamethylenetetrathiafulvalene (HMTTF) when (TTF)(TCNQ) thin-film electrodes were used.³⁴ In contrast, the mobility of these devices when Ag or Au was used as contacts was about 0.12 and 0.02 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹, respectively, which are two or three orders below the values found for the organic contacts.

The reduction in contact resistance with CT salts electrodes has not been proved only for TTF OSCs. For instance, it was also demonstrated in copper-phthalocyanine (CuPc) and pentacene thin films, in which mobilities of more than one order of magnitude were reported when (TTF)(TCNQ) was applied instead of Au.³²,³³

As previously mentioned, an important issue in top contact electrode fabrication is the heating of the OSC during metal evaporation. In contrast to source/drain electrodes based on Au, which has a high melting temperature (T_{Au} = 1064 °C), (TTF)(TCNQ) thin-films can be thermally evaporated at much lower processing temperatures (T_{TTF}(TCNQ) = 110 °C). The application of a lower temperature can suppress the thermal damage to the OSC crystalline surfaces on which the electrodes are deposited during the fabrication process of top-contact devices, which can be an additional cause for the enhanced performance achieved in the devices.³³ Haas et al.³⁶ reported high performance dinaphtho[2,3-b:2’,3’-f]thieno[3,2-b]-thiophene (DNTT) single crystal OFETs with top contacts in which the mobilities improved from about 0.03 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ with the use of Au electrodes to up to 8 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ with (TTF)(TCNQ) electrodes. This was also attributed to the soft preparation procedure of (TTF)(TCNQ) electrodes since when bottom contacts were employed no significant differences were observed between the two types of electrode materials.

Another source which has been described to be a reason for the better performance of the devices with (TTF)(TCNQ) contacts is the better energy matching. It was shown that in the very good electron donor TTF, the usual gold electrodes result in normally on states, while the smaller work-function organic (TTF)(TCNQ) metal leads to a lower off current and threshold voltage.³⁷

(TTF)(TCNQ) has also been demonstrated to be an efficient electrode for n-channel transport.³¹,³⁵,³⁸,³⁹ For an OSC thin-film of (DBTTF)(TCNQ) for instance, an air-stable n-channel operation was demonstrated when (TTF)(TCNQ) electrodes were used.³¹,³⁵ Also, (TTF)(TCNQ) was also successfully used as a source and drain contact material in n-channel OFETs based on hexadecafluorophthalocyaninato copper (F₁₆CuPc)³⁸ and dimethyldicyanoquinoxalinediimide (DMDCNQI).³⁹ Furthermore, ambipolar devices were fabricated on the basis of a heterostructure of F₁₆CuPc and copper phthalocyanine (CuPc).³⁸ The high electron injection efficiency in these devices was rationalised considering the presence of a small potential shift on the organic/organic interface compared with the organic/metal interface.

One clear and unique advantage of using organic CT salts as electrodes is that they offer the possibility of energy level tuning by modifying the components of the salt. This was demonstrated by preparing OFETs using (DBTTF)(TCNQ) single crystals as OSC and six different CT salts based on combining different electron donor and electron acceptor molecules. It was observed that depending on the metal Fermi energy the device exhibited p-channel, ambipolar or n-channel transport. Thus, it was possible to chemically tune the metal Fermi level from the conduction-band edge to the valence-band edge of the organic semiconductor (Fig. 2).⁴⁰ This idea of engineering the organic contacts was also extended to CuPc thin-film transistors.³³ After employing different CT complexes, only the salt (TSF)(F₂TCNQ) (TSF = tetraselenaphthalocyanine) gave rise to mobility values comparable to the ones obtained with Au metals but, remarkably, with considerably smaller contact resistances.

An elegant and new concept of self-contact transistors was described using tetrathialtetrathiaphthalocyanine (TMTTF) as the active material and patterned TCNQ on the top to form (TMTTF)(TCNQ) contacts.³⁴ The strategy took into account the following considerations: (i) the same organic molecule can work not only as the active layer in organic transistors but also as the electrode in the form of the CT salt, and (ii) it had been previously shown that at the interface between TTF derivatives and TCNQ single crystals charge transfer occurs with the consequent formation of a conduction channel.⁴²,⁴³ Considering these precedents, TCNQ was evaporated through a shadow mask on a thin film of TMTTF and after an annealing step, the samples were characterized as OFETs. The areas in which the TCNQ was evaporated on the TTF derivative were conducting due to the formation of a CT salt, whereas in the rest of the regions the TMTTF film was used as the active material. Devices with low contact resistance and high performance were achieved, with mobility values of around 0.5 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹, which were of the same order as when evaporated (TTF)(TCNQ) top-contact transistors were fabricated. Later on, the same group used this approach for HMTTF evaporated films also, which had already shown high performance in the past as OSCs.³⁴ Similarly as before,
OSC crystal/organic metal interface between the devices prepared were connected through the organic electrodes. Differences in the process results in the formation of single crystals, some of which were not disturbed on the TTF-TCNQ electrode, while when using microscopies. However, the crystals grown from toluene using the two solvents were already noticeable in the optical microscopy images. However, the crystals grown from toluene were not disturbed on the TTF-TCNQ electrode, while when using PhCl the DTTTF crystals ramified once they were in contact with morphology.

Fig. 3 Self-contact transistor based on CT salt electrodes of (HMTTF)(TCNQ). (a) Top-contact transistor, (b) bottom-contact transistor and (c) all-organic self-contact transistor. Reprinted with permission from ref. 44. Copyright 2014 American Institute of Physics.

by evaporation of TCNQ through a mask conducting (HMTTF)-(TCNQ) top electrodes were formed (Fig. 3a). Alternatively, in this case bottom-contact electrodes were also achieved by evaporating the HMTTF OSC on the top of patterned TCNQ films (Fig. 3b). Importantly, the authors also demonstrated the possibility of applying this methodology using a organic flexible substrate (i.e. polyethylene (PEN)), a organic gate contact (i.e. PEDOT:PSS) and an organic gate dielectric (i.e. Parylene C) (Fig. 3c), realizing a full-organic device. The performance achieved in all the device configurations was very similar with mobility values close to 1 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹.

All the previous described works have employed (TTF)(TCNQ) electrodes by evaporating the contacts on previously deposited thin film OSC devices or by evaporating the OSC on the top of the patterned organic contacts. Recently, our group has investigated the compatibility of using evaporated (TTF)(TCNQ) electrodes with a solution processed OSC on the top of the electrode array. For this study the high performance dithiophenetetrathiafulvalene (DTTTF) OSC was employed as the active material. The HOMO of this material has been calculated to be -4.9 eV, which is close to the work-function of (TTF)(TCNQ) electrodes (Φ = 4.64–4.78 eV). A solution of DTTTF in either toluene or chlorobenzene (PhCl) was drop-cast on a substrate containing the TTF-TCNQ electrode array and allowed to evaporate slowly. This process resulted in the formation of single crystals, some of which were connected through the organic electrodes. Differences in the OSC crystal/organic metal interface between the devices prepared using the two solvents were already noticeable in the optical microscopy images. However, the crystals grown from toluene were not disturbed on the TTF-TCNQ electrode, while when using PhCl the DTTTF crystals ramified once they were in contact with the organic metal. To obtain a deeper understanding of the formation and the nature of the OSC/organic–metal interface, confocal Raman microscopy as well as atomic force microscopy (AFM) and focused ion beam-scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) were employed. Using these techniques it was proved that devices with toluene grown DTTTF single crystals exhibited a clear separation of the two organic materials, while for the PhCl grown crystals an interpenetration of DTTTF and (TTF)(TCNQ) was found (Fig. 4). Remarkably, the average OFET mobility in devices prepared from PhCl solutions reached a value of 2.5 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹, which was four-fold that obtained from devices prepared from solutions of DTTTF in toluene. These discrepancies in performance were attributed to differences in the contact resistances. Therefore, Kelvin probe microscopy (KPM) experiments were performed to determine the contact resistance by measuring the source-drain current and the distribution of the electrical potential close to the electrodes. As shown in Fig. 4 a lower contact resistance was extracted for PhCl processed devices, which stays in agreement with the fact that they were the highest performing OFETs. Thus, it was concluded that preparing single crystal OFETs with organic electrodes using a more polar solution on the top of the (TTF)(TCNQ) leads to a certain re-dissolution of the materials with a subsequent co-precipitation of the two materials. This process does not damage the organic materials but, instead, results in a lower contact resistance in the devices and has a crucial influence on the final device performance. This work highlights, therefore, the importance of the contacts in organic field-effect transistors not only in terms of the alignment of the energy levels but also with respect to the interface morphology.

2.2. Solution processed CT salts

CT salts are known to show very poor solubility in common organic solvents, which limits the solution processability of
these materials. However, several strategies have been introduced in order to overcome this problem.

One approach has focused on preparing (TTF)(TCNQ) nanoparticles stabilised by ionic liquids. The nanoparticles were prepared using the precipitation method, which consists in the slow addition of a TTF solution to a TCNQ solution. A substrate with a patterned self-assembled monolayer of hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was prepared in order to define hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions. Afterwards, the dispersion of the organic metal nanoparticles in water was deposited on the top resulting in, after a drying step, the formation of thin-films of the CT salt in the hydrophilic areas. Such conducting paths were successfully used as electrodes in pentacene OFETs. Later on, nanoparticles of a variety of CT salts were dispersed in organic solvents and water stabilised with poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP). These dispersions could be used to fabricate highly conducting electrodes with high conductivity, of up to 2 kΩ per square, for OFETs. This method provides a route to prepare electrodes based on CT salts that cannot be vacuum evaporated.

A significant breakthrough related to the use of organic CT salts was the development of an inkjet printing technique to pattern the electrodes. Initially, Hiraoka et al. reported the use of ink-jet printing to pattern the conductive complex BO\(_9(C_{14}-TCNQ)\), [BO = bis(ethylenedioxy)tetrathiafulvalene and C\(_{14}\)-TCNQ = tetracetyltetracyanoquinodimethane]. This salt cannot be thermally evaporated due to decomposition of BO, but, instead, is soluble in some organic solvents. Solutions of the CT salts in DMSO were ink jet printed on substrates. To avoid the formation of the “coffee stain” coming from the faster evaporation of solvent at the edges of the droplets and in order to achieve a low film resistivity, the electrode pattern was overprinted 7 times. The resulting organic electrodes were applied in both bottom and top contact pentacene-based OFETs, which exhibited a high performance. However, since most organic CT salts are not soluble, this technique is not suitable for being extended to a large family of materials.

Later on, the same group developed a novel and more versatile technique for patterning CT electrodes. The authors have taken advantage of the relatively good solubility of the individual donor and acceptor molecules to develop a method named “double-shot inkjet printing” (DS-IJP) (Fig. 5, top). Dense droplets of inks of the donor and acceptor components are printed individually and once combined they form instantaneously on the substrate high quality metallic films with an electrical conductivity of about 10 S cm\(^{-1}\). Films of (TTF)(TCNQ) as source/drain electrodes prepared by this low cost technique have been used in pentacene thin-film transistors and inverters showing sharp on/off switching at low operational voltages (Fig. 5, bottom).

With a similar idea, Mukherjee et al. have reported a method for fabricating high-performing OFETs with solution processed (TTF)(TCNQ) electrodes by using a capillary based method. A capillary tube, fixed on a Si/SiO\(_2\) substrate, was used to define the source and drain electrodes. Subsequently, the soluble TTF and TCNQ precursors were injected individually and once combined on the substrate the conducting CT salt was formed on both sides of the tube. Thus, changing the tube size allows the tuning of the channel dimensions. Using this method, both p- and n-channel devices have been fabricated exhibiting better performance compared to devices with Au electrodes.

3. Charge transfer salts as buffer layers

3.1. At the OSC–dielectric interface

An important part of the OFET device is the dielectric/semiconductor interface, which has to be controlled precisely to obtain high charge transport in the OFET channel. It has been shown in the past that \(n\)-octadecyl triethoxysilane (OTS) modified dielectrics often improve the film formation of the organic semiconductor and, thus, enhance the device performance. A similar approach has been reported by using a printed (TTF)(TCNQ) web as a buffer layer between the dielectric and the OSC. A very dilute solution of (TTF)(TCNQ) in 1,4-dioxane was employed as the ink, since the formation of continuous conductive thin films was not desired for this application in order to be able to maintain high on/off ratios in the devices. OFETs using different OSCs were fabricated in this way, giving rise to enhanced field-effect mobility of up to several tens of times. This phenomenon was rationalised by the improvement of the inter-grain connection of the semiconductor layer and also by a reduction of the channel length as a consequence that the charge carriers could be partially transported within the semiconductor films but also partially through the (TTF)(TCNQ) nanoweb.

3.2. At the contacts

For the improvement of the OSC/metal interface in devices using gold electrodes, often a thiol self-assembled monolayer is grown on the metal contact in BC devices. Alternatively, a thin
layer of the acceptor TCNQ, F4TCNQ or a similar acceptor molecule on metal electrodes has also been used by different groups.\textsuperscript{57,58} In particular, DBTTF OFETs have been reported to employ different organic acceptor layers (TCNQ, F4TCNQ, and F4TCNQ) inserted between the DBTTF and the electrodes.\textsuperscript{59} In some cases, the device performance was improved with the highest electron affinity complex F4TCNQ and it was explained that this was due to the penetration of the acceptor molecules into the voids of the OSC where a charge transfer process was produced, suppressing the boundary potential.

### 4. Charge transfer complexes for doping the OSC

In most semiconductors the electrical performance is determined to a high degree by modifications of the ideal single crystal due to chemical or structural defects or unintentional doping, which can further induce electrically active sites in the band gap. However, controlled doping might lead to highly reproducible transistors with tuneable device characteristics.

In the last few years, a good deal of effort has been placed on adding donor or acceptor molecules to dope n-channel or p-channel organic semiconductors, respectively.\textsuperscript{60–62} Typically an enhanced conductivity and device performance is achieved with controlled doping, which is accounted for by the formation of free charge carriers and also partly by the consequent filling of the trap states.\textsuperscript{63–71} Nonetheless, chemical doping can also have other effects such as increasing the stack-ordering and crystallinity\textsuperscript{72} or influencing the molecular dipoles.\textsuperscript{61}

Lüssem et al.\textsuperscript{73} reported the first realization of organic inversion transistors and the optimization of organic depletion transistors. The depletion OFETs were fabricated by doping pentacene with the p-dopant F6TCNNQ (2,2’-(perfluoronaphthalene-2,6-diylidene)dimalononitrile). In this configuration the threshold voltage and the on/off ratio can be controlled by the doping concentration and the thickness of the transistor channel. Organic inversion OFETs were prepared by n-doping pentacene with W2(hpp)4 (tetakis[1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro-2H-pyrimido[1,2-a]pyrimidinato]ditungsten(II)) and, additionally, doping the contacts with F4TCNQNQ to afford injection of minority carriers (i.e., holes, in this case) into the doped transistor channel and the creation of an inversion layer (Fig. 6).

Another crucial point to push the device performance in OFETs is the control of the morphological and electrical properties of the transistor channel. In particular, for active materials based on polymeric blend materials, i.e. organic semiconductor with an insulating polymer, moderate doping of the transistor channel was shown to strongly improve the mobility and on/off ratio as well as enhancing the device stability.\textsuperscript{74} The blends are demonstrated to feature nanometer-scale semiconductor domains with a vertical gradient. Doping the active layer results in the possibility of connecting such semiconductor domains forming pathways within the insulating matrix and, hence, reaching higher on-currents.

### 5. Conclusions

The use of organic metals as source drain contacts as alternatives to inorganic metals is highly desirable in the field of OFETs. It has been proved that charge transfer salts show a great potential for this purpose since the resulting devices exhibit enhanced performance, mainly due to a reduction of the contact resistance, the softer processing conditions that organic materials require and a more favourable organic/organic interface. Further, although typically CT salts are insoluble materials, a few approaches have also already demonstrated the possibility of applying them using low cost solution-based techniques such as ink-jet printing. It is also important to highlight that organic metals have some unique advantages like the possibility of chemically tuning their work-function almost at will.

In addition to the organic contacts, CT salts have also been exploited as buffer layers to improve charge injection and the OSC inter-grain connection, and also as p and n doping agents offering a wide range of possibilities for designing novel devices.

In conclusion, this old class of organic materials that aroused huge scientific interest over forty years ago is bound to now find its place in applications such as the fabrication of advanced organic-field effect transistors.
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